Abstract: This paper considers the electromagnetic and structural co-design of superficial permanent magnet synchronous machines for high-speed applications, with the aid of a Pareto optimization procedure. The aim of this work is to present a design procedure for the afore-mentioned machines that relies on the combined use of optimization algorithms and finite element analysis. The proposed approach allows easy analysis of the results and a lowering of the computational burden. The proposed design method is presented through a practical example starting from the specifications of an aeronautical actuator. The design procedure is based on static finite element simulations for electromagnetic analysis and on analytical formulas for structural design. The final results are validated through detailed transient finite element analysis to verify both electromagnetic and structural performance. The step-by-step presentation of the proposed design methodology allows the reader to easily adapt it to different specifications. Finally, a comparison between a distributed-winding (24 slots) and a concentrated-winding (6 slots) machine is presented demonstrating the advantages of the former winding arrangement for high-speed applications.
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1. Introduction

In several application areas, there is a growing interest in high-speed electrical machines [1], because they allow compactness and reliability. For example, direct-drive high-speed actuators permit the elimination of the need for a mechanical gearbox, reducing system weight and increasing its efficiency [2]. As the rotational speed of the electrical machine grows, structural integrity of the rotor tends to become a critical issue [3]. Moreover, core loss quickly grows with the electrical frequency that is proportional to the mechanical speed, resulting in an augmented thermal stress. Among the variety of high-speed brushless machines, Surface Permanent Magnet (SPM) synchronous machines exhibit the highest torque density but also the highest cost, due to rare earth permanent magnets (PMs). Moreover, a retaining sleeve is mandatory in SPM machines, to withstand centrifugal stress and ensure rotor integrity [4,5].

So far, several kinds of optimized design procedures of permanent magnet machines have been presented in the literature, each addressing a particular issue related to this topic (i.e., computational time, optimal solution reliability, integrated mechanical-electromagnetic design, etc.).

In [6] a viable automatic design procedure to enlarge the high-efficiency operation area while keeping low computational burden is proposed. In fact, the finite element method (FEM) is highly time-consuming, above all when efficiency calculations are performed, while the coarse-mesh FEM is a basic technique allowing a reduction of the computational burden through a limited number of
elements of the mesh. The combined use of such a method together with Genetic Algorithms (GA) can further reduce the amount of time to design motors with a wider high-efficiency operation area. Meanwhile, in [7] the presented design flow for permanent magnet synchronous machines allows for shorter design time because of the reduced number of iterations. In fact, the design process is organized into nine steps. At each step, calculations can be carried out through electromagnetic, thermal and structural analyses in order to set constraints for the size. Such constraints represent the starting point for the subsequent steps, and FEM analysis can be used for a more detailed investigation. Another sequential design procedure, meant for the interior permanent magnet synchronous generator (IPMSG) of a range-extended electric vehicle (REEV), is presented in [8]. The sequential procedure puts together different design methods and tries to solve the related issues. To address the multi-objective problem (i.e., optimal values of torque amplitude, torque ripple, and cogging torque) in the first step the Taguchi Method is adopted, which allows a sub-optimal solution to be carried out. The second step is based on the Surrogate Assisted GA (SAGA), which provides the optimal solution with higher performance compared to conventional multi-objective optimization algorithms. In order to match the performances of the calculated optimal solution with the experimental tests, in the final stage of the proposed procedure, the issue of the design variable uncertainties is addressed and an improvement of the optimal solution reliability is achieved.

In addition to this interest in a more computational aspect, other authors have focused their attention on the issues related to integrated electromagnetic and mechanical design procedures in case of SPM synchronous machines meant for high-speed applications. In fact, in [9] the proposed design of high-speed permanent magnet synchronous machines relies on a combined electromagnetic and mechanical analysis. The stator structure and the sleeve are designed using FEM, trying to keep the rotor eddy current losses as low as possible. For this purpose, a more detailed technique to estimate iron losses taking into account the effects of harmonics and rotational magnetic flux is proposed. Also, [10] proposes an integrated mechanical-EM design procedure for high-speed SPM synchronous machines in order to get the sleeve thickness, the PM thickness, the shaft diameter, and the interference fit between the PMs and the sleeve. In particular, three high-strength materials for the sleeve are considered and their performances are compared. The proposed method carries out, through FEM, the strength and EM limits and hence the optimal solution for the rotor size is achieved.

Finally, some authors have presented design procedures aimed at lowering the cost of PM synchronous machines. For example, an optimization of the multi-physics design procedure aimed at reducing the system total cost by taking into consideration also the cost and the losses of the power converter is proposed in [11]. Therefore, the presented technique defines the phase angle of the generator current that minimizes the above-mentioned quantities.

Given this background, the main objective of this work is to present an integrated design procedure of both the structural (i.e., sleeve thickness) and the electromagnetic part (i.e., iron and copper dimensions) of a SPM synchronous machine featuring a minimal permanent magnet quantity. The electromagnetic and structural aspects have reciprocal influence throughout the design procedure. In fact, the thinner the magnetic airgap of the machine, the higher the air-gap flux density, and hence the higher the achievable torque and power densities. However, the higher the operational speed, the higher the required thickness of the sleeve to withstand the centrifugal forces exerted by the PMs. As a consequence, a compromise is needed in the design phase to find the best tradeoff between structural reliability and electromagnetic performance. By doing so it will be possible to find the permanent machine configuration with the lowest cost by fulfilling the considered requirements coming from a case study of an aeronautical actuator. Additionally, this paper investigates whether the combined use of a Pareto optimization algorithm and finite element analysis, in the design of high-speed electrical machines, can provide easily analyzable results with an acceptable computational burden. Hence, the presented design procedure utilizes a mix of analytical formulas and finite element magneto-static analysis aided by the optimization algorithm. The procedure is organized in consecutive steps, each performed with relatively fast optimization and run with the aim of reducing the time
needed to perform the design optimization and obtaining results that are easy to be analyzed and understood. The validity of the results has been confirmed using detailed transient analysis using finite element software. As a design example, two possible solutions, both with a 4-pole rotor for a high-speed aeronautical actuator have been evaluated. The choice of a low pole number has been made to keep the machine fundamental frequency as low as possible since the motor is designed for high-speed operation. The performance of a distributed winding (DW) machine with 24 slots and a concentrated winding (CW) machine with 6 slots is presented with the aim of assessing which arrangement turns out to be the most suitable for such application. For each winding configuration, the minimal-complexity criterion has been adopted when selecting the number of slots.

2. Design of High-Speed Electrical Machines

The design of the high-speed electrical machine is a multi-physical engineering problem in which electromagnetic, thermal and mechanical aspects must be considered at the same time, being equally important with respect to the final machine performance. Even if the design procedure presented in this paper is mainly focused on electromagnetic aspects, both the loss distribution and the centrifugal stress inside the rotor must be considered in order to obtain reliable and feasible results.

The proposed design procedure is based on the use of FEM software called FEMM, capable of solving magneto-static problems [12]. The FEM software is coupled with an optimization algorithm to automatically select the best stator and rotor geometry, minimizing a given cost function. The setting of the optimization algorithm and the connection with FEMM is guaranteed by a series of scripts written in MATLAB language and distributed within the open-source suite SyR-e [13]. SyR-e was initially developed to apply an optimization algorithm to the design of synchronous reluctance machines, and currently also includes surface-mounted PM machines. As it regards the thermal behavior, the SyR-e software can predict the steady state copper temperature using a lumped parameter model and automatically adjusts the stator current of the electrical machines to maintain constant the Joule losses. The software also includes some analytical formulas for calculating the thickness of the sleeve used to contain centrifugal force, as will be described below.

2.1. Motor Parameterization

Among the parameters that most affect the performances of PM machines, there are the motor volume, the slot/pole combination, and the current density. In this work we will make some preliminary analytical calculations to estimate the motor volume, defined by the length of the lamination stack and the outer stator diameter. Regarding the stator slots, higher numbers usually guarantee a reduced harmonic content in the stator magento-motive force, and this can have a beneficial effect in reducing iron losses. On the other hand, a reduced slot number together with a tooth-wound winding simplifies the machine manufacturing with positive effects on the length of end-turns and on the Joule losses. The number of poles should be kept low to limit electrical frequency in high-speed applications. In principle, slot and pole numbers could be included among the parameters to be selected by the optimization algorithm. Such a choice would make both the parameterization of motor geometry (e.g., the limits of the geometric parameters are related to the slot/pole combination) and the search problem itself much more complicated. As a rule of thumb, with population-based search algorithms, the size of the population should exceed more than ten times the number of parameters to be optimized. Having in mind the objective of limiting the computational cost, the slot/pole combination has been selected a-priori. In particular, two sets of optimization runs will be presented considering machines with distributed windings, 24 slots and four poles and machines with concentrated windings, six slots and four poles. Regarding the current density, it was selected to keep constant the ratio \( k_j \) between the stator Joule losses and the outer-stator stack surface. This value, expressed in kW/m², provides information about how much the machine is thermally and electrically loaded, and usually ranges from 3 kW/m², for naturally cooled machines, up to 30 kW/m², for liquid cooled machines. During the optimization process, for each machine to be
evaluated, the stator resistance is estimated first. Consequently, the desired $k_f$ value determines the rated current that produces the fixed stator Joule losses. This current value is used in the FE analysis to calculate motor performance. Therefore, during a single optimization run, all the machines will be evaluated, keeping constant Joule losses.

The main geometrical parameters describing stator and rotor geometry, namely the tooth width ($t_a$) and length ($t_l$), the rotor radius ($r$) and PM thickness ($l_{PM}$) as described in Figure 1, are the parameters selected by the optimization algorithm. In the following, there will be cases in which the PM quantity will be not fixed but only bounded. In such cases, the PM angular span will be fixed and equal to 150 electrical degrees and the PM quantity will vary with the PM thickness between a minimum and a maximum value. In some other optimization run, the PM quantity will be fixed, then the optimization algorithm will still select the PM thickness, but its angular span will be modified so to maintain the PM quantity constant.

![Figure 1. Definition of the main parameters of stator and rotor geometries.](image)

2.2. Automatic Calculation of Retaining Sleeve Thickness

To contain the centrifugal forces acting on PMs, a retaining sleeve has been considered. For each machine to be evaluated, the thickness of the sleeve has been estimated using the following procedure.

In order to properly select the sleeve thickness, the overall tangential stress (the so-called hoop stress) acting on the sleeve has to be calculated and the sleeve thickness has to be selected to ensure that the total hoop stress does not exceed the yield stress limit of the sleeve material.

The total hoop stress acting on the retaining sleeve is due to three effects, namely the centrifugal force exerted by the magnets during the rotation, the inertial stress due to the sleeve mass itself, and the stress due to the rotor-shaft cylinder.

Manufacturing tolerances, thermal deformation and interference fit for rotor parts fastening should be considered before manufacturing for a proper dimensioning. We decided to neglect such phenomena during initial sleeve sizing because the main aim here is to have an approximate but simple estimation of the sleeve thickness to predict its impact on machine electromagnetic performances.

The centrifugal stress on the sleeve due to the magnets can be calculated as:

$$\sigma_{t,P} = \frac{F_{c,P}}{2\pi C_P M} \frac{C_{SL}}{L_{PM}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $F_{c,P} = N_{PM} m_{PM} C_{PM} \omega_{max}^2$ is the centrifugal force due to the magnets, ($N_{PM}$ is the PM number, $m_{PM}$ is the mass of each magnet, and $\omega_{max}$ is the maximum rotating speed of the machine), $C_{PM}$ and $C_{SL}$ are the radii of the mass centers of magnets and sleeve respectively, $L_{PM}$ is the PM length in the axial direction, and $l_{SL}$ is the sleeve thickness in the radial direction.
The inertial stress due to the sleeve mass itself has, again, a centrifugal nature, i.e., it is proportional to the square of the speed. With the assumption of the sleeve thickness being much smaller than the diameter, the inertial stress of the sleeve can be calculated as

\[ \sigma_{t,SL} = \gamma_{SL} C_{SL}^2 \omega_{max}^2, \]  

with \( \gamma_{SL} \) being the specific density of the sleeve material.

The total stress on the sleeve due to the rotor-shaft part is composed of three contributions: the centrifugal stress due to the iron mass (\( \sigma_{c,RT} \)); the shear stress (\( \tau_{RT} \)), which is proportional to the torque; and the tangential stress generated by the mechanical interference of the rotor-shaft coupling (\( \sigma_{p,RT} \)). The latter depends on the minimum interference that is required to ensure the torque transmission from the rotor to the shaft, which has been calculated to avoid slipping between the parts during motion. The resulting hoop stresses have been then increased considering the mechanical tolerances and the effect of temperature. To evaluate the resulting hoop stress on the sleeve, the equivalent Von Mises stress has been calculated as

\[ \sigma_{VM} = \sqrt{\sigma_{c,RT}^2 + \sigma_{p,RT}^2 + 3\tau_{RT}^2}, \]  

The total Von Mises stress has been referred to as the sleeve radius and compared with the two aforementioned contributions from the PMs and from the sleeve itself.

As stated above, the total hoop stress on the sleeve is the sum of the three contributions. Since the contribution from the rotor-shaft part is much lower than the other two, with the aim of finding a closed-form expression for the sleeve dimensioning, the detailed calculations of the rotor hoop stress have been neglected. An increased security factor \( K_s = 3 \) has been employed, in order to reduce the risk of a bandage failure as presented in [14]. By imposing the total sleeve hoop stress (\( \sigma_{SL} \)) to be less than the yield stress of the material (\( \sigma_y,SL \)) divided by the security factor \( K_s \)

\[ \sigma_{SL} = \frac{F_{c,PM} C_{SL} L_{PM}}{2 \pi r_{PM} L_{PM} l_{SL}} + \gamma_{SL} C_{SL}^2 \omega_{max}^2 < \frac{\sigma_y,SL}{K_s}, \]  

the sleeve thickness is given by:

\[ l_{sl} = \frac{N_{PM} m_{PM} r_{SL} \omega_{max}^2}{\pi L_a \left[ \gamma_{SL} r_{SL}^2 \omega_{SL}^2 - \frac{\sigma_y,SL}{K_s} \right]}, \]  

In (5), \( r_{SL} \) is the radius of the rotor comprising the sleeve, and \( L_a \) the rotor axial length.

### 2.3. Preliminary Analytical Sizing

A preliminary analytical design stage is performed in order to select the machine outer volume (stator diameter and axial length) and an initial estimate of stator and rotor geometry useful to define the search space of the optimization algorithm. The procedure is based on the calculation of the expected torque and power factor as a function of two parameters. The first parameter is the ratio between the magnet thickness (\( l_{PM} \)) and the sum of the sleeve thickness (\( l_{SL} \)) and the actual airgap (\( g \)) \( b = \frac{l_{PM}}{l_{SL} + g} \). The second parameter is the split ratio between stator and rotor diameters (\( x \)). In order to estimate both power factor and torque, it is possible to calculate, for each couple (\( b, x \)), the airgap magnetic flux density, the d-axis stator flux, and the stator inductances [15]. The preliminary design procedure is integrated within the SyR-e software, and is based on a linearized magnetic model of the machine. At the end of the preliminary design procedure, the software returns the torque and power factor values in the x-b plane. The designer will then select an x-b couple that will be used as the starting point for the optimization procedure. Although simple, this approach is usually accurate enough to have an
initial estimate of the machine geometry to be used as a starting point for the optimization process. This will be much more reliable than analytical sizing because it will be based on FE simulations.

2.4. FEA Verification of the Analytical Mechanical Model

The sleeve sizing based on analytical formulas has been verified through a centrifugal FE analysis by employing ANSYS software. For the sake of brevity, Figure 2 only reports the results referred to as Mot242, since comparable results were obtained with the other rotors. The maximum stress is below 300 MPa, and well agrees with the value considered during the analytical design stage. The titanium alloy considered in this study has a yield strength equal to 840 MPa, and the safety factor is equal to three. The displacements of the sleeve could be reduced by filling up the space among the magnets with a material whose coefficient of thermal expansion is close to the magnet material properties [14]. A verification of the required interference among rotor parts in the whole speed and temperature range would complete the rotor design. This is omitted here because the main aim is to compare the electromagnetic potential of different machine configurations ensuring comparable mechanical performances, as verified with the analysis presented in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image-url)

(a) Radial displacements and (b) Von Mises stresses in the sleeve material at 50,000 rpm.

3. Optimization Algorithm

Optimization algorithms are widely used in many engineering applications to aid designers in finding the solution that maximizes or minimizes some performance or cost indexes [16]. Numerous applications of optimization algorithms can be found in recent literature, and also in the field of electrical machine design [17]. A detailed description of the theory behind the optimization algorithms is behind the scope of this paper. In this section, some general concepts will be reviewed so as to give the essential definitions useful in the following sections. Optimization algorithms can be divided into deterministic and stochastic algorithms. In the latter case, some random variables appear in the phase of performance evaluation or in the algorithm iterative procedure. They are well established as an effective tool to solve complex optimization problems. The stochastic algorithm usually starts with the random selection of a number of potential solutions, also called population of individuals, within a predefined search space. These individuals are usually represented as a set of real numbers (genes). They are iteratively modified on the basis of their performance indexes and using stochastic rules often inspires a mechanism related to natural evolution.

The performances of each optimization algorithm are strictly related to the algorithm settings and to the characteristics of the specific optimization problem. Here we will consider the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm that is a good compromise between complexity and effectiveness [18], but the results shown in the following could be replicated with almost any population-based stochastic algorithm. The familiarity of the designer with the algorithm settings is often more useful than the actual performances of the optimization algorithm.
3.1. Pareto Optimization Algorithm

It is quite common in many optimization problems to have two or more conflicting design objectives. They could be aggregated using a weighted sum in a single objective but in this way one objective could tend to be predominant in the selection of the optimal solution. A more effective approach to cope with multi-objective problems introduces the concept of dominance and ranks the solutions in Pareto fronts. In the following we will consider two-objective optimization problems where cost1 and cost2 are the performance indexes (cost function) to be minimized. Solution A dominates another solution B when both cost1 and cost2 are lower for solution A (see Figure 3a). Within a population it is possible to find a sub-set of solutions that are not dominated by any other solution. This sub-set is called the Pareto front of non-dominate solutions (see Figure 3a). All the solutions in the Pareto front are ranked 1 and are equally good. The designer will have to select the most favorable solution in the Pareto front deciding how much to favor one cost function and penalize the other. Once the Pareto front solutions are removed from the population, it is possible to define a second Pareto front among the remaining individuals, which will be ranked 2. The ranking mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3c. In order to avoid solutions too similar to each other in the Pareto front, the Manhattan distance is calculated among the Pareto front individuals (see Figure 3d). The ones with higher distance with respect to the other solutions are favored to remain in the population at the next algorithm iteration. The algorithm is iterated a predefined number of times. The final Pareto front individuals are the optimal ones that will be displayed to help the designer in the selection of a single solution. The best compromise between competitive cost functions can only be a human choice.
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**Figure 3.** Definition of (a) dominance criterion, (b) Pareto front, (c) ranking of Pareto fronts, and (d) Manhattan distance for a two-objective minimization problem.

3.2. Selection of Objective Functions

Although it would be useful to have many contemporary objectives, each additional objective implies a considerable increase of computational cost. This is due to the fact that the algorithm must produce a consistent Pareto front that contains an adequate number of solutions. For example, moving from a two-objective problem to a three-objective problem, Pareto front changes from a line (which is usually well described by a few dozen solutions) to a plane in a three-dimensional space that requires at least a hundred solutions to be correctly represented. When the number of objectives exceeds three, the Pareto front becomes difficult to visualize and the solutions required in order to properly analyze the problem grow even more. Having many solutions on the Pareto front requires the use of algorithms with very large populations that require more time to be analyzed and converge to suitable solutions.
For these reasons, it is generally preferred to limit the optimization objectives to not more than three. In this paper, only two-objective optimizations will be considered, leading to easily readable Pareto fronts as lines in the two-objective plane. One of the two objectives will always be the electromagnetic torque since the maximization of the torque density is the main objective of the electromagnetic design considered here. As a second objective, the torque ripple, or the quantity of permanent magnet or the power factor, could be considered. It will be shown later which combinations of objectives are the most appropriate for the design of high-speed electric machines. Design procedures based on a series of two-objective optimizations will be presented, which allow finding solutions of adequate overall quality in relatively short times. The design procedure allows the reduction of copper and PM quantity within the limits imposed by the respect of the design specifications. The torque maximization is pursued at constant Joule losses, and the maximization of torque per Joule losses ratio inherently improves efficiency.

4. Design Problem Statement

As a design example, a high-speed actuator for aeronautic applications is considered. Required continuous power is 50 kW at a base speed of 50,000 rpm, and the maximum overload power is equal to 75 kW. Some preliminary calculations based on analytical formulas allowed definition of the stator diameter, equal to 90 mm and the active axial length of the machine equal to 120 mm. Adopting a $kj$ index of about 30 kW/m$^2$ gives, in this case, a value of admitted Joule losses of about 1 kW. The copper over-temperature with respect to the cooling water is estimated equal to 60 °C using a lumped parameter thermal network.

The airgap thickness is initially set equal to 0.5 mm. After electromagnetic design, the shaft, bearings and housing must be designed so to be compatible with this airgap value considering the vibration modes of the shaft. This part of final mechanical design, although critical for the final prototype feasibility, is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be considered further on.

Regarding the stator and rotor iron laminations, low-loss steel with high silicon content was preferred (10JNEX900 manufactured from JFE steel). This choice allows the limitation of iron losses, especially in high-frequency electrical machines, and, for this reason, it is preferred here with respect to standard silicon iron or cobalt iron alloys [19].

The pole pairs number has been chosen equal to 2 so to limit the base frequency at 1667 Hz at 50,000 rpm. Two pole/slot combinations have been considered to compare the performances that could be obtained using distributed and concentrated windings. In particular, a 24-slot stator and a 6-slot stator have been coupled in turn with a 4-pole rotor. In the case of the 24-slot stator a single layer of distributed winding has been considered with 2 slots per pole per phase and no chording. In the case of the 6-slot stator the winding is a double layer with 0.5 slots per pole per phase. The main design specification obtained after preliminary design are listed in Table 1.

| Table 1. Main machine specifications obtained after preliminary design. |
|-----------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Parameter**               | **Value**       | **Units**       |
| Motor type                  | Surface mounted PM | -               |
| Base speed                  | 50,000          | rpm             |
| Continuous power            | 50              | kW              |
| Overload power              | 75              | kW              |
| Cooling system              | glycol/water 40 °C | -             |
| Stator radius               | 45              | mm              |
| Axial length                | 120             | mm              |
| Airgap                      | 0.5             | mm              |
| Allowed Joule losses        | 1000            | W               |
| $kj$, joule losses/external stator surface | 30 | kW/m$^2$ |
| Pole pairs                  | 2               | -               |
| Stator slots                | 24 or 6         | -               |
| Copper filling factor       | 0.4 for 24 slots/0.5 for 6 slots | - |
| PM material                 | NdFeB (BMN-48H-ST) | -           |
| Iron material               | 10JNEX900       | -               |
| Sleeve material             | Titanium Alloy | -               |
4.1. Settings for the Optimization Algorithm

As mentioned earlier, the population size and the number of allowed iterations must be set in order to run a population-based optimization algorithm. The population size has been selected ten times higher than the number of genes (parameters to be optimized) while the maximum number of iterations was 1.25 times the population size. Since the parameters to be optimized are four (namely tooth width and length, rotor radius and PM thickness) 40 individuals are iterated for 50 generations at each optimization run.

The search space limits adopted for 24- and 6-slot machines are summarized in Table 2. When both rotor radius and tooth length are close to their upper limit, if a minimum thickness to the stator yoke is not guaranteed (i.e., 5 mm), the tooth length is automatically reduced. It is important that the optimization algorithm checks for the feasibility of each machine before calling the FE software so as to avoid it crashing prematurely and aborting the optimization run.

4.2. Optimization Procedure

The procedure to perform the multi-objective optimization of each machine design follows the typical steps of initialization, evaluation and perturbation. The initial population is randomly selected within the search space defined in Table 2 (initialization). Then each individual is evaluated with a two-step procedure. At first, the sleeve thickness is calculated on the basis of the specific parameters of each individual (mainly rotor radius and PM quantity) according to Equation (5), then the electromagnetic performance (torque, torque ripple, internal power factor) is calculated by means of a FEA simulation using FEMM. The solutions are then ranked according to the Pareto criterion, and this ends the evaluation step. Then, the mutation and crossover operators described in [20] are applied to the current population (perturbation) so as to pass the next population to the evaluation step. This perturbation and evaluation procedure is repeated 50 times (number of generations) then the optimization is terminated and the final Pareto front is given as a result of the design procedure. Figure 4 shows a flow-chart of the proposed iterative method for the multi-physics design procedure.

Table 2. Limits of the search space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>24-slot Machines</th>
<th>6-slot Machines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotor radius, mm</td>
<td>[17, 25]</td>
<td>[17, 25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM thickness, mm</td>
<td>[1.3, 4]</td>
<td>[1.3, 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth width, mm</td>
<td>[2, 3.5]</td>
<td>[9, 12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth length, mm</td>
<td>[12, 19]</td>
<td>[12, 19]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Results

In this section, the results obtained after the optimization run are presented. Each run considers two objectives at the time; one of them is the average torque and the second objective is in turn the torque peak-to-peak ripple, the magnet quantity and the internal power factor. Hereinafter they will be referred as $T/\Delta T$, $T/PM$ and $T/IPF$ run respectively. The PM quantity will be evidenced using the section area of a single magnet, measured in mm$^2$ (all the considered machines have four magnets and an axial length of 120 mm). The internal power factor is defined as the cosine of the phase angle between the back-electromotive force and the stator current. In the case of surface-mounted PM machines, when the current is commanded in quadrature to the PM flux linkage, the internal power factor can be defined as in (6):

$$IPF = \cos\left(\arctan\left(\frac{\lambda_d}{\lambda_q}\right)\right) = \cos\left(\arctan\left(\frac{L_d i_d}{\psi_{PM}}\right)\right)$$

where $\lambda_d = L_d i_d + \psi_{PM}$ and $\lambda_q = L_q i_q$ are the d- and q-axis flux linkages. The calculation of the IPF is preferred here because it does not need the knowledge of motor losses, which are difficult to estimate using magnetostatic FE software (e.g., iron and sleeve losses), but are representative of the final power factor (PF). Machines with higher IPF will generally have higher PF.

5.1. 24-slot Machine

The first run was a $T/\Delta T$ optimization and the obtained Pareto front is reported in Figure 5. This Pareto front denotes the low sensitivity of the torque with respect to the torque ripple in case of 24-slot machines. The two goals are not very competing, meaning that sacrificing one of them (e.g., increasing the torque ripple) does not bring clear advantages for the other objective (e.g., the average value of the torque). All the machines of the Pareto front have very low torque ripple (below 5% of the average torque), and similar geometrical and performance characteristics. Within the Pareto front machines, the ones with the larger amount of magnet realize a torque of about 13.7 Nm and a power factor equal to just below 0.8 (see the selected machine Mot24$_1$ shown in Figure 5). This $T/\Delta T$ optimization run provides useful and interesting information. The Pareto front machines have similar amounts of magnet beyond which the increase of the thickness of the sleeve would penalize the performances in terms of electromagnetic torque. The optimization algorithm has been able to choose the amount of magnet to produce the maximum torque. If the PM quantity were further increased, the thickness of the sleeve, which must hold greater centrifugal forces, would also increase, resulting in lower average torque values. The search algorithm finds the best combination of magnet quantity and airgap radius to maximize torque. The PM quantity of the machines belonging to the Pareto front is close to 350 mm$^2$.

Another interesting result is the IPF value, which appears to be limited at 0.8. Increasing the IPF would penalize the average torque value as it could be verified via a $T/IPF$ optimization run.

To evaluate the possibility of reducing the PM quantity, a second optimization run is performed considering $T/PM$ as objective functions. Unlike the previous case, one can see from the Pareto front in Figure 6 that the PM quantity and torque are objectives in strong competition: sacrificing one of them brings clear benefits to the other objective. The machines that produce the largest torque on the Pareto front also have the largest amount of magnet and this is very close to the amount of magnet of the machines optimized in the previous $T/\Delta T$ run (i.e., 350 mm$^2$). This further demonstrates the existence of a maximum amount of magnet beyond which the high-speed machine has no benefits in terms of torque. By analyzing the individual machines of the Pareto front in Figure 6, it is possible to verify that there is a direct link between the quantity of magnet and the IPF. Machines with a greater quantity of magnet in Figure 6 have an IPF of about 0.8; if the quantity of magnet goes down to 235 mm$^2$ the IPF is reduced to 0.7 (i.e., the selected Mot24$_2$ machine shown in Figure 6). This value of IPF is considered to
be the minimum limit that should not be exceeded downwards in order not to pay too much in terms of power electronic converter size.

To verify the possibility of improving the power factor of the selected Mot24₂ by means of geometrical modifications while keeping the same amount of PM, it is possible to perform another optimization run. This new run uses the torque and internal power factor (T/IPF) as targets, and puts a constraint on the quantity of PM material. The constraint on the quantity of permanent magnet has been realized leaving the optimization algorithm free to choose the radial thickness of the magnet and consequently adapting the angular span $\beta$ of the magnet according to (7):

$$\beta = \frac{2PM_{area}}{(r_{ext}^2 - r_{int}^2)},$$

where $r_{ext}$ and $r_{int}$ are the external and internal magnet radii, respectively.

The Pareto front in Figure 7 has been obtained with a T/IPF run with fixed PM quantity equal to 230 mm². It is possible to notice that this Pareto front is almost a straight line when the quantity of magnet is constrained and only its angular span is modified. In general, machines with higher power factor in the T/IPF Pareto front have reduced slot area and more generous iron paths into the stator. Considering the performance of Mot24₂ selected after the T/PM run, it would be placed very close to the Pareto front of the T/IPF optimization run. A considerable improvement of the power factor would require accepting a reduced average torque, and at the same power factor level, the improvement of torque is not very relevant. In conclusion, machine Mot24₂ will be the selected design for the 24-slot machines, further analyzed in the next section to verify their performances.

Figure 5. Pareto front of the T/ΔT run (a) and selected 6-and 24-slot machines (b).
5.2. 6-slot Machine

The same design procedure described for the 24-slot machine can be applied to 6-slot, 4-pole machines with tooth-wound coils. Potentially, such machines may have an advantage in terms of weight and losses due to the reduced length of the end windings and higher filling factors for the copper area within the slots. The slot-filling factor considered for the 6-slot designs is 0.5, while it was...
weight and losses due to the reduced length of the end windings and higher filling factors for the copper area within the slots. The slot-filling factor considered for the 6-slot designs is 0.5, while it was limited to 0.4 for the 24-slot machines. Particular care must be used during the electromagnetic design to limit torque pulsations and losses.

Initially, a $T/\Delta T$ run has been executed and the results are shown in Figure 5. In the case of CW machines, the reduction of torque ripple can be obtained only at the expenses of torque. In this case, it is not simple to find a combination of stator and rotor geometry that gives a low torque ripple comparable to that of DW machines. Nevertheless, also in the case of CW machines, torque ripple is relatively small, and always below 10% of average torque for Pareto front machines. All the machines in the Pareto front shown in Figure 5 have a PM area larger than 300 mm$^2$, and the maximum values for the electromagnetic torque are higher than the analogous results obtained with DW machines, mainly because of the higher current density. It is important to remark that all the FE analysis considers the same amount of Joule losses. CW machines, thanks to the higher copper-filling factor, have a reduced resistance and can tolerate higher current to slot area ratio. Power factor is generally lower in the CW machines. On average, a 10% reduction of power factor has been found in the Pareto front machines, moving from a CW to a DW machine at the same torque level.

In order to understand the relationship between PM quantity and maximum torque reachable by the CW machines, a $T/\text{PM}$ run has been executed and the results are shown in Figure 6. In this case, the Pareto fronts have very similar shape, with a torque advantage of DW machines about 10%, again related to the 25% advantage given by the filling factor. The selected machine Mot6$^2$ has a PM quantity similar to the machine Mot$^{24}_2$ selected on the analogous Pareto front among 24-slot solutions and a torque 11% higher. Again, the power factor of the CW machine is lower than DW machines and only reaches 0.6 for machine Mot$^{6}_2$. Also the torque oscillations are higher in CW machines, in the case of the selected machines Mot$^{6}_2$ the torque ripple equals 1Nm, while it is about 30% lower for Mot$^{24}_2$.

To improve the power factor, without increasing the PM quantity, also in this case another optimization run can be executed using torque and power factor as objective functions. As in case of 24-slot machines, the PM quantity was fixed to 230 mm$^2$. The obtained results are shown in Figure 7. The maximum torque that can be achieved with an internal power factor at least equal to 0.7 is about 13.5 Nm. This is the case of the selected machine Mot$^{6}_3$ that will be the final design among the 6-slot solutions. It is important to notice that, despite the filling factor advantage of CW machines, their torque produced with the same magnet quantity and at the same power factor is a few percent lower than DW machines.

The multi-step procedure used in this work consists of three two-objective optimization runs ($T/\Delta T$, $T/\text{PM}$ and $T/\text{IPF}$). Among the three Pareto fronts it is usually possible to select the best solution to mediate among conflicting objectives. Of course, this multi-step procedure increases the computational cost compared to a single two-objective run but is much less demanding than a three-objective run that would be required to simultaneously consider the three objectives (i.e., $T/\text{PM}/\text{IPF}$).

6. Validation of the Results and Discussion

The machines designed and selected in the previous section, namely Mot$^{24}_2$ and Mot$^{6}_3$, have been analyzed using transient finite element software to validate the results. In principle, it would be possible to use the same transient analysis also during the optimization stage, but this would increase the computational burden by more than an order of magnitude. The results shown next will confirm the feasibility of the proposed design method. Since all the optimized machines exceed the required target torque, in order to make a fair comparison of the performance, the stator current of each machine was reduced until the resulting mechanical torque approximately equals 10 Nm. In the loss analysis emerges the need to limit the sleeve losses due to the induced parasitic current. Among the most commonly used solutions to mitigate the sleeve losses there is the segmentation of the sleeve, which can be divided in a number of rings electrically isolated from each other so as to obtain an effect similar
to the lamination of iron core. The same segmentation will be adopted for the PMs so as to simplify the rotor manufacturing process and limit magnet losses as well. Thanks to the segmentation and to the shielding effect of the conducting sleeve, the losses into the magnets and rotor iron will be negligible. The losses into the sleeve, considering the segmentation, can be calculated starting from a 2D analysis (performed in our case using Magnet software [21]) and considering the theory presented in [22]. The sleeve losses are approximated by the following formula

\[
\text{Sleeve losses} = \left[1 - \frac{\tanh\left(\frac{n_p L_{sec}}{D}\right)}{n_p L_{sec}}\right] P_{sleeve2D}, \tag{8}
\]

where \(P_{sleeve2D}\) are the sleeve losses obtained neglecting the tangential paths of the parasitic currents, \(n_p\) is the number of pole pairs, and \(L_{sec}\) is the axial length of a single sleeve section and \(D\) is its diameter. Figure 8 reports the sleeve losses as a function of the number of sections in the case of motor Mot242. They are about 1 kW without segmentation and drop below 150 W using ten segments. Similar curves are obtained also for the 6-slot machines, but in this case the sleeve losses are much higher. They are about six times higher for Mot63. In order to obtain sleeve losses lower than 200 W for the 6-slot machines, the number of sleeve sections should exceed 20. In Table 3 the reported losses have been calculated considering 10 sleeve sections for all the machines. Restricting the loss analysis to copper and iron losses, CW machines have a small advantage, quantified at about 100 W, which would give a 0.2% improvement in terms of efficiency. Adding the sleeve losses, there is a clear advantage of DW machines that would be maintained even if the number of sleeve sections for the DW machine were reduced to three.

Of course, it could be possible to reduce the sleeve losses of the 6-slot machines carefully considering their slot opening. Considering machine Mot63 with the slot closed using magnetic wedges, it is possible to calculate a 25% reduction of sleeve losses with a negligible torque loss. This would make the performances of DW and CW machines closer, but there would still be an advantage of DW machines in terms of overall efficiency.

Figure 9 reports the torque waveforms of the selected machines at rated and overload conditions calculated using transient FE analysis. The DW machine presents a reduced torque ripple, confirming the analysis performed using static FE during the optimization phase. The peak-to-peak torque ripple of Mot63 is about 15% the rated torque. The higher torque ripple of Mot63 is a drawback of the CW configuration, and it is due to the higher harmonic content of the back-EMF with respect to the DW and to the wider slot opening as a consequence of the lower number of slots. Also, in this case, a careful design of the slot opening could improve the performance of CW machine, but it would be unlikely to have a better torque ripple of DW Mot242 machine.

Figure 8. Sleeve losses as a function of the number of segments of the sleeve for Mot242.
Table 3. Losses and efficiency of the selected optimized machines at rated and overloaded conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mot24</th>
<th>Mot63</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Torque</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper losses</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator iron losses</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron + Copper losses</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeve losses</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total losses</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>1686</td>
<td>1432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Torque ripple for the DW Mot24 (a) and for the CW Mot63 (b) machines at rated current and 1.5 overload.

The flux density contour and distribution of the two selected motors (Mot63 and Mot24) at rated condition are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. The effective magnetic air gap that the magnetic circuit has to face in both cases comprehends the sleeve thickness addressing the mechanical issues, thus the air-gap flux density is lower than in an ideal case (i.e., null sleeve thickness).

Figure 10. Flux lines and flux density distribution of Mot63 with rated current.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, an electromagnetic and structural co-design procedure for high-speed synchronous permanent magnet machines is presented considering requirements coming from an aeronautical actuator. The proposed design procedure relies on optimization algorithms coupled with finite element analysis. In particular, only two-objective optimizations have been considered, aiming at finding solutions of adequate overall quality in relatively short times and, additionally, easily readable Pareto fronts as lines in the two-objective plane. Therefore, the overall optimization problem has been divided into three two-objective optimization runs (i.e., Torque/Torque Ripple, Torque/Magnet Quantity and Torque/Internal Power Factor). The proposed multi-step procedure is much less demanding, from a computational point of view, than a single three-objective run, which would be required to simultaneously consider the three objectives. In addition to these computational advantages, the design procedure features a reduction of the copper and PM quantity according to the design requirement limits, and the extraction of the maximum torque is achieved by keeping constant the Joule losses.

In order to fulfill the design requirements, two possible configurations (i.e., distributed- and concentrated-winding machines) have been designed through the proposed multi-step procedure, whose outcomes have been validated through detailed transient finite element analysis to verify both electromagnetic and structural performances. Results show that, in case of an equal number of sleeve sections, the distributed-winding machine performs better than the concentrated-winding one both in terms of efficiency and of torque ripple for such high-speed applications.
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